
Micro-Inverter BKW450/600/850/1600

Preparation Before Configuration And Use
NOTE: Connect the micro inverter to the WIFI in the immediate distance (<5m) of the router in advance.

1. Download and install the app "KKT.Control" or "Smart Life" by using a smart device (smartphone or tablet) 
by searching for it in the corresponding Android or Apple App Store. 

2. Check that your wireless network device (such as wireless router) is working properly
and connected to the Internet.

3. Connect to the wireless network device with your smart device ("KKT.Control" or "Smart Life" app) at the 
installation location of the micro inverter. If you can access the internet normally, follow the instructions for 
configuration and use on the next page.  
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WIFI Cloud Monitoring User Manual
READ ME FIRST ** User manual subject to change without notice**

• Note that there is a risk of electric shock when connecting the micro-inverter!
• The micro-inverter heats up during operation! Protect yourself accordingly from burns!
• Before configuring WiFi cloud monitoring, please correctly install the micro inverter, and make it work normally. 
• A smart device (smartphone or tablet) with Bluetooth function and Android or IOS system 
   and a wireless network device (e.g. wireless router) that can provide WiFi and Internet service must be available.
• To configure WLAN cloud monitoring, first switch on the Bluetooth function of the smart device.
• Make sure that your smart device uses the same WiFi network as the micro inverter to be configured and that 
   it can connect to wireless network devices and access the Internet in the same location of the micro inverter.
• Make sure that the distance between the wireless network device and the micro-inverter does not exceed 20 m 
   and that there are no or few obstacles.

• The blue light flashes after always on = the WiFi cloud monitoring module is waiting for configuration.
• The blue light off after always on = the WiFi cloud monitoring module starts and enters the normal working state.
• The blue light flashes = the network is not configured or the network cannot connect to the wireless network
   device, or the micro inverter has been deleted in the cloud.
• No light = WiFi cloud monitoring is working normally.
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Configuration of the WIFI cloud monitoring

Step 1

1. Start the “Smart-Life” / “KKT.Control” APP.

2. For initial configuration, select the button            .

To set up additional inverters, use the        symbol in 

the upper right corner (Fig. 5).

3. The app automatically scans and finds all nearby 

devices in the configuration status.

After you have found the devices, select them and 

you will be taken to the configuration page (Fig. 6).

4.On the network configuration page (Fig. 7), select 

the correct SSID of the WIFI (the same as that of 

your smart device), enter the WIFI password and 

select the button "Next".   

5. The app completes the process of adding the device and displays the list of micro-inverters (Fig. 8).

6. By selecting the newly added items in the list, you can now call up the corresponding device details 

and status information (Fig. 9).
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Bluetooth

1. A Bluetooth connection may be required to configure your device.

In the first step, select the hexagonal symbol       at the top right (Fig. 1). 

2. Now look under "Settings" for the menu item "Privacy settings" (Fig. 2) and select it.

3. Scroll down to the bottom of the "Privacy settings" and select the menu item "Bluetooth" (Fig. 3).

4. Lastly, activate your Bluetooth (Fig. 4).
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Use of the WIFI Cloud Monitoring App

Creating a scene

1. To create a scene, select the        button in the upper 

right corner under "My Home" and "Create Scene" 

(Fig. 17).  

4. Select Condition-1 and define a value, e.g. 50 W 

(Fig. 20) and go to "Next". 

5. Under „Then“, select the       -button (Fig. 21)

and add a task for your scene and the unit (Fig. 22).  

Scheme:

If Unit-1 fulfils Condition-1, 

then Unit-2 performs Task-2.

2. In the following window, you can, for example, 

link different smart devices to be able to operate them

quickly and easily or select a condition that leads to

automatic changes of the device status (Fig. 18).  

Example:

If balcony power plant generates less than x watts, 

then the Smart Socket switches off.

6. After you have selected your task, define it precisely 

in the following window (Fig. 23) and save it.
7. Select „Save“ (Fig. 24).

3. Select the Unit-1. (Fig. 19).  
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Use of the WIFI Cloud Monitoring App

Changing the device name

Remove device

1. Select the unit you want to change from the unit list 

on the home page to access the unit details page (Fig. 10).  

2. Use the       -symbol at the top right to access the unit 

settings (Fig. 11). Select "Name" (Fig. 12), enter a new 

name and save and confirm it  (Fig. 13).   

Device sharing

1. Select the device to be deleted from the device list on the 

Home page to access the device details page (Fig. 10).

2.

3.

Use the      -symbol at the top right to access the unit 

settings page (Fig. 9).

Select the "Remove Device"-button ("Das Gerät entfernen") 

at the bottom (Fig. 11). Select "Disconnect" ("Trennen") 

to remove the unit or "Disconnect and wipe data" 

("Trennen und Daten löschen") to remove the unit and 

at the same time wipe all data stored by the unit in the 

Cloud (Fig. 14). 

3. Select "Share Device" ("Gerät teilen") to access device 

sharing (Fig. 15), use the button                     

("Sharing hinzufügen") and select the method of 

sharing the link for the microinverter that you think is 

most appropriate (Fig. 16).
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1. Select the unit to be shared from the device list on the 

home page to access the unit details page (Fig. 10).

2. Use the       -symbol at the top right to access the page 

with the device settings (Fig. 9).
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 Notes

1. WHAT TO DO when the "KKT.Control" App can't find the micro inverter to be added?
     Check the following points: 
      • Check if the WiFi status indicator of the micro inverter is in the "Blue Flashing" state;
      • Check if the Bluetooth function of your smart device is turned on;
      • Check if the signal of the wireless network is good.
     If all this is the case and the inverter is still not found, press the red reset button for more than 5 seconds to 
     reset. After the WiFi indicator light flashes blue again, use "KKT.Control" App to reconfigure the network.
2. WHAT TO DO if I have multiple micro inverters to configure?
     Install all micro inverters properly and make them work normally to generate power, and then
     operate according to the configuration and use steps. The App can search all inverters to be added at one
     time and configure them at one time.
3. WHAT TO DO if the SSID of my WiFi network or the password is changed?
     Please reconfigure the inverter according to the configuration and use steps.
4. WHAT TO DO if the WiFi status indicator of the inverter goes out, but the device displayed on the
     app is not online?
     This means that you can connect to the wireless network device, but you can't connect to the cloud
     server. It means that your wireless network device can't connect to the Internet. Make sure that your
     Internet is working properly.
5. The installation site of the inverter is temporarily not equipped with a router and no WiFi signal.
     How does App connect the inverter and detect if the inverter is working properly?
     You can use an idle smartphone to open the WiFi sharing of mobile phone signal hotspot for
     connection, and reconfigure the network connection after installing the router.
6. There are multiple WiFi signals on site. Can we connect with different WiFi signals?
     No, the WiFi connected of the micro inverter and the smart phone must be consistent before the
     network can be configured.
7. Can App configure the micro inverter in different places? Can I view data in different places?
     You can't configure the micro inverter in different places, but you can view data in different places.
     The inverter uploads the latest status data to the cloud server every minute.
8. After checking that there is no problem, the App still cannot find the micro inverter.
     Press and hold the inverter red button for more than 5 seconds to reset the inverter. 
     After the WiFi indicator flashes again, use App to reconfigure the network.
9. WHAT TO DO if I want to monitor the same inverter on two or more smart devices?
     You can share the inverter with another phone using the share device feature.
10. Will App data be saved?
     Yes, App data will be stored on cloud server. After the network is successfully configured, you can
     view the data at any time and place.
11. The inverter cannot be connected to the app at night?
     At night, because the solar panel does not generate power, the micro inverter does not have any
     power input, so it will offline and it is impossible to re-configure the network at night.
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